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Let us Sing, Let us Praise 

The practice of singing sacred music, offering up the human voice in 

praise of God, dates back to the ancient Egyptians. Thousands of 

years later, we still pray, beseech, thank, and praise God. There as 

many ways to do this as there are stars in the sky, but nothing is more 

reverential than using the human voice. I believe that if you raise your 

voice to God in words, it is not poetry, but if you raise your voice to 

God in song, it is music.  

The leading figure of the Protestant Reformation, Martin Luther, lived 

in the 15th century, and through his teachings, established a church that has lasted for more than 

half a century. Rachel Currea, pianist, composer, recording artist, and conductor has taken on the 

task of producing the album Reformation 500 - Anniversary Album: Celebration of Spirit. 

Martin Luther was a creative and productive hymnodist and it is this endowment that Rachel 

Correa exemplifies in her recording. The work is 13 tracks of scared music, hymns, testaments, 

and songs of worship that hopefully represent man’s humble attempt to be worthy of God’s grace 

in all its manifestations. On the album are more than thirty voices, 32 instruments, engineers, 

producers, and many others that made this monumental task a labor of love.  

The album opens with the familiar Our Father, Thou in Heaven Above featuring the seraphic 

voice of Sarah Copus and the rich basso of Roberto Lopez-Trigo. As a boy I uttered this prayer 

in Latin, French and English and the power of the verse never fails to astound me. Sarah and 

Roberto’s polyphonic rendition is reverent and true. Copus’ singing leaves no doubt that there 

are angels here on earth. This opening number is impressive and it sets the bar so high, that I had 

doubts if the rest of the album would be as great, but I had little to fear. 

The next song is entitled I Shall Not Die, But Live or Non Mortar Sed Vivam.  There are two 

versions of this, one of Luther and the response from Ludwig Senfl. Both tunes are blissful 

motets that talk of the life beyond man’s understanding. The chorus in deep and gentle, the 

sentiment plainspoken.  

In pacem, in idipsum is a beautiful chorale work that echoes to the rafters. The harmonies are 

resplendent with ethereal soaring of voice and love. The requiem, if I may call it that, represents 

a time in Luther’s life when he was tired and struggling. Ludwig Senfl, the Reformation’s most 

notable composer took on the work. Like many musicians of his time, Senfl wrote for the church 

and the elite, but this adaptation was for Luther.   

Now We Pray God All Our Comforter was an impressive work in two variations, the first a 

glorious pipe organ work and the second, a virtuous a cappella version. The pipe organ work 

takes me back to a time, at age twelve, as a singer in the church choir for High Mass. As people 

walked into the church Mr. Letendré always played some soaring, powerful work that made your 



heart flutter with grace. This version is quiet similar and had the same effect. The choral form 

has a delicate sweetness to it, sung from the heart, but nurtured from the soul.  

The finale is a track called Hymn to the Holy Spirit and it features the remarkable voice of 

Megan Barrera, a soprano of boundless talent. It is one of the few ensemble pieces featuring 

instruments other than organ on the recording and I liked it for that. Perhaps Martin Luther may 

also be called the Father of the Interactive Church. I write this respectfully as his works tended to 

draw the worshippers not only closer to the church, but also to God through careful choice of 

lyric and song. The music of Hymn to the Holy Spirit is more than just a song of praise. It is 

conduit to the Almighty. Just look up the term “soaking music” to understand.    

This recording was difficult to review, for it is not just a collection of songs, but music with a 

sacrosanct purpose. I have admired sacred music for its power to praise and its sense that the soul 

knows no earthly bounds. I can only associate one other work that is similar, that of Bill Douglas 

and the Ars Nova Singers (Earth Prayers). Rachel Currea, through her masterful and honorable 

work here, has produced music that touches the human heart deeper than any mortal surgeon 

could possibly delve. There is a great deal of comfort to be had just by listening to the 

Reformation 500 collection, but the key to this music is simply opening not only your ears, but 

your heart. This recording inspired by music from over five hundred years ago and newly created 

in the 21st century shall be forever timeless. This kind of music does not benefit from a rating or 

a number of stars. It is music that serves a higher purpose. I highly recommend it for soul 

searching. 


